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Abstract
A novel approach based θ-Particle Swarm Optimization (θ-PSO) is proposed for optimal
selection of the output feedback damping controller parameters for unified power flow
controller (UPFC) in order to improve the damping of power system oscillations. The
selection of the output feedback gains for the damping controllers is converted to an
optimization problem with the time domain-based objective function which is solved by the θPSO algorithm. For designing, only local and available state variables are selected as the
input stabilizing signals of each controller. Thus, structure of the proposed output feedback
controller is simple and easy to implement. To ensure the robustness of the designed
controllers, the design process takes into account a wide range of operating conditions and
system configurations. Simulation results demonstrate that UPFC with the proposed output
feedback controller can more effectively improve the dynamic stability, damp the oscillations,
and enhance the transient stability of power system compared to the classical PSO and phase
compensation based damping controllers. Moreover, the system performance analysis under
different operating conditions shows that the δE based controller is superior to the mB based
controller.
Keywords: Low Frequency Oscillations, Optimization, Output Feedback Damping
Controller, UPFC, θ-PSO

1. Introduction
The unified power flow controller (UPFC) is regarded as one of the most versatile devices
in the flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) device family [1-3]. It has the ability to
control of the power flow in the transmission line, improve the transient stability, mitigate
system oscillation and provide voltage support. It performs this through the control of the inphase voltage, quadrate voltage and shunts compensation due to its mains control strategy [1,
4]. When the UPFC is applied to the interconnected power systems, it can also provide
significant damping effect on tie-line power oscillation through its supplementary control.
Mathematical modeling and analysis of UPFC is presented in [5]. It presents an
establishment of the linearized Phillips-Heffron model of a power system installed with a
UPFC device. Some authors suggested different control schemes for a UPFC damping
controller design such as fuzzy control, robust control and neural network [6-10]. However,
the parameters adjustments of these controllers need some trial and error procedure. In
general, for the simplicity of practical implementation of the controllers, decentralized output
feedback control [11-13] with feedback signals available at the location of the each controlled
device is most favorable. A new approach for the optimal design of UPFC based output
feedback damping controller is investigated in this paper. Here, the design problem is
converted to a constraints optimization problem. A performance index is defined based on the
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system dynamics after an impulse disturbance alternately occurs in synchronous machine.
Then a performance index is organized for a wide range of operating conditions and used to
form the objective function of the design problem.
Recently, PSO technique is used for UPFC based output feedback damping controller
design [11]. The PSO is a novel population based meta-heuristic, which utilizes the
swarm intelligence generated by the cooperation and competition between th e particle
in a population and has emerged as the useful tool for engineering optimization. Unlike
the other heuristic techniques, it has a flexible and well-balanced mechanism to
improve the global and local exploration abilities. This algorithm has also been found to
be robust in solving problems featuring non-linearity, non-differentiability and highdimensionality [14-17]. Recently, many researchers have studied the performance of the
PSO algorithm and a variety of the PSO was proposed and applied to various types of
the engineering problems such as controller design [18-20]. From these studies, it can
be concluded that the performance of the classical PSO greatly depends on its
parameters, and by increasing the number of variables, the complexity of the search
space increases dramatically and it often suffers the problem of being trapped in local
optima point. In this paper a new strategy based PSO algorithm called θ-PSO [21]
which is based on phase angle vector but not the velocity vector, is firstly ap plied for
design of the UPFC damping controller in power systems. In θ-PSO, an increment of
phase angle vector replaces velocity vector and the positions are adjusted by the
mapping of phase angles. The design problem is formulated as an optimization probl em
and the θ-PSO is used to solve it. An effective damping controller ought to be designed
to be robust to the changes of operating conditions and to be able to operate in a
nonlinear environment. Recently researches [11] focus have been to design robust
FACTS based damping controllers and some useful results have been published that
consider the robustness of FACTS damping controllers to the variations of power system operating conditions. The effectiveness of the proposed controller is
demonstrated through nonlinear time simulation studies and some performance indices
to damp low frequency oscillations under different operating conditions in comparison
with the CPSO and phase compensation based damping controllers. Results evaluation
show that the proposed method achieves good robust performance for damping the low
frequency oscillations under different operating conditions.

2. Review of the CPSO and θ-PSO Techniques
2.1 CPSO
The PSO is a population-based algorithm and is described by its developers as an
optimization paradigm, which models the social behavior of the birds flocking or fish
schooling for food. Therefore, the PSO works with a population of potential solutions rather
than with a single individual [14]. The PSO has also been found to be robust in solving
problem featuring non-linearity, non-differentiability and high-dimensionality [17]. In the
PSO technique a number of simple entities and the particles are placed in the search space of
some problem or function and each evaluates the objective function at its current location.
Then, each particle determines its movement through the search space by combining some
aspect of the history of its own current and best locations by those of other members of the
swarm with some random perturbations. The next iteration takes place after all particles have
been moved. Eventually the swarm as a whole, like a flock of birds collectively foraging for
food, is likely to move close to an optimum of the fitness function [16].
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In the PSO technique, the trajectory of each individual in the search space is adjusted by
dynamically altering the velocity of each particle, according to its own flying experience and
the flying experience of the other particles in the search space. The position and the velocity
vectors of the ith particle in the D-dimensional search space can be represented as
xi  (xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiD ) and vi  (vi1 , vi2 . . . viD ) respectively. According to fitness function, let
us say the best position of each particle, which corresponds to the best fitness value (pbest)
obtained by that particle at time, be Pi  (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piD ) , and the global version of the PSO
keeps track of the overall best value (gbest), and its location, obtained thus far by any particle
in the population. Then, the new velocities and the positions of the particles for the next
fitness evaluation are calculated using the following two equations [17, 18].

vid  w  vid  c1  r1  ( Pid  xid )  c2  r2  ( Pgd  xid )

(1)

xid  xid  vid

(2)

Where, Pid and Pgd are pbest and gbest. The positive constants c1 and c2 are the cognitive
and social components that are the acceleration constants responsible for varying the particle
velocity towards pbest and gbest, respectively. Variable r1 and r2 are a random functions
based on uniform probability distribution functions in the range [0, 1]. The inertia weight w is
responsible for dynamically adjusting the velocity of the particles, so it is responsible for
balancing between local and global searches and hence requiring less iteration for the
algorithm to converge. The following inertia weight is used in Eq. (1):
w  wmin
(3)
w  wmax  max
iteration
iter _ max
Where, iter_max is the maximum number of iterations and iteration is the current
number of iteration. The Equation (3) presents how the inertia weight is updated,
considering wmax and wmin are the initial and final inertia weights, respectively.
2.2 θ-PSO
The θ-PSO algorithm is newly introduced strategy of PSO which is a simple algorithm,
easy to implement. It is based on phase angle vector instead of the velocity vector and an
increment of phase angle Δθi vector replaces velocity vector vi. It is dynamically adjusted
according to the historical behaviors of the particle and its companions. In the θ-PSO, the
positions are adjusted by the mapping of phase angles, thus, a particle is represented by its
phase angle θ and increment of phase angle Δθ and its position decided by a mapping
function [21]. By considering the mentioned differences equations (1) and (2) are modified
and the particles move according to the following iterative equations. The θ-PSO can be
described with the following equations.

id (t  1)  w  id (t )  c1r1 (pid  id (t ))  c2r2 (g gd  id (t ))

(4)

id (t  1)  id (t )  id (t  1)

(5)

xid (t )  f (id (t ))

(6)

F 'i (t )  fitness value( xi (t ))

(7)
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With id  min ,max ,  id min , max , xid  xmin , xmax  and f is being a monotonic
mapping function. In this paper,

id    / 2,  / 2,  id   / 2,  / 2
f (id ) 

xmax  xmin
x  xmin
sin id  max
2
2

(8)

Where d=1, 2, …, D; i= 1, 2, …, S; the D, S, c1, c2, w, r1, r2 and xi (t) are the same as those
in equations (1) and (2). The θi(t) is the phase angle of particle ith at time t; the Δθi(t) is the
increment of particle ith phase angle at time t; θpi(t) is the phase angle of the personal best
solution of particle ith at time t; θgg (t) is the phase angle of global best solution at time t; F'i(t)
is the fitness value of particle ith at time t which is identified by the function fitness value. The
procedure of the θ-PSO can be summarized as following:
Initialize a population with random phase angle θi (t) and the increment of the phase angle
Δθi (t);
Repeat t=1, 2, …, tmax ;
For each particle i=1, 2, …, S
If t=1
Calculate xi (1) using Eq. (6);
Calculate the fitness value F'i (1) using Eq. (7);
F'pi(1)= F'i(1); θpi(1)= θi(1);
F'g(1)= F'i(1); θg(1)= θi(1);
Else
Update the increment of the phase angle Δθi (t) using Eq.(11) and limit Δθi (t) to
(Δθmin (t),Δθmax (t));
Update θi (t) using Eq. (5) and limit θi (t) to (θmin (t) , θmax (t));
Update xi (t) using Eq. (6);
Update the fitness value F'i (t) using Eq. (7);
If F'i (t) < F'pi (t)
F'pi (t)=F'i (t) ; θpi(1)= θi(1);
End
If F'i (t) < F'g (t)
F'g(t)= F'i(t); θg(t)= θi(t);
End
End
End
Until the stopping criterion is met;
The F'pi (t) is the personal best fitness value of particle ith at time t and F' g(t) is the
global best fitness value at time t.

3. Power System Modeling With UPFC
Figure 1 shows a single machine infinite bus (SMIB) system equipped with a UPFC,
which consists of an excitation transformer (ET), a boosting transformer (BT), two threephase GTO based voltage source converters (VSCs), and a DC link capacitors. The four input
control signals to the UPFC are mE, mB, δE, and δB, where, mE is the excitation amplitude
modulation ratio, mB is the boosting amplitude modulation ratio, δE is the excitation phase
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angle and δB is the boosting phase angle [18]. The system data is given in the Appendix. The
main objective of the UPFC is to control the power flow in steady state conditions. However,
high speed of operation of thyristor based devices makes it possible to also use UPFC
dynamically to improve damping of power oscillations.
Vt

Tr. Line

VEt
iB

Vb

XB

iE
VSC-E

VSC-B

XE
Vdc
mE

δE

mB

δB

Figure 1. SMIB Power System Equipped with UPFC
3.1 Power System Nonlinear Model with UPFC
The dynamic model of the UPFC is required in order to study the effect of the UPFC for
enhancing the small signal stability of the power system. By applying Park’s transformation
and neglecting the resistance and transients of the ET and BT transformers, the UPFC can be
modeled as [5]:
v Etd   0
v   
 Etq   x E

 mE cos E vdc 
 x E  iEd  

2
 

0  iEq   mE sin  E vdc 
2



v Btd   0
v   
 Btq   x B

 mB cos B vdc 
 x B  iBd  

2
 

0  iBq   mB sin  B vdc 
2



vdc 

3mE
[cos E
4Cdc

iEd  3mB
sin  E ]  
[cos B
iEq  4Cdc

(9)

(10)

iBd 
sin  B ] 
iBq 

(11)

Where, vEt, iE, vBt, and iB are the excitation voltage, excitation current, boosting voltage,
and boosting current, respectively; Cdc and vdc are the DC link capacitance and voltage. The
nonlinear model of the SMIB system is described by [1]:
.

   0 (  1)
.

  ( Pm  Pe  D ) / M
.


Eq  ( Eq  E fd ) / Tdo
.

E fd  ( E fd  K a (Vref  Vt )) / Ta

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Where, where δ is the rotor angle, ω the rotor speed, Pm the mechanical input power, Pe the
electrical output power, E'q the internal voltage behind x'd, Efd the equivalent excitation
voltage, Te the electric torque, T'do the time constant of excitation circuit, KA the regulator gain,
TA the regulator time constant, vref the reference voltage and v is the terminal voltage.
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   X d  X d I td ; Vt  Vtd  jVtq ;
Pe  Vtd I td  Vtq I tq ; E q  E qe
Vtd  X q I tq ;Vtq  E q  X d I td ; I td  I tld  I Ed  I Bd ; I tq  I tlq  I Eq  I Bq

From Figure 1, we can have:
vt  jxtE ( iB  iE )  vEt

(16)

vEt  vBt  jx BV iB  vb

(17)

Where, it and vb, are the armature current and infinite bus voltage, respectively. From the
above equations, we can obtain:
i Ed 

i Eq 

i Bd 

x BB
xd 

Eq 

mE sin  E vdc x Bd
2 xd 

mE cos  E vdc x Bq



2 xq 

xE
xd 

i Bq  

Eq 



xqE

( vb sin  

mE sin  E vdc xdE
2 xd 

2 xq 



( vb cos  

xd 

xq 

mE cos  E vdc xqE

xdE



xdt
xd 

xqt
xq 

mB sin  B vdc

)

(18)

2

mB cos  B vdc

(19)

)

2

( vb cos  

( vb sin  

mB sin  B vdc

mB cos  B vdc

)

(20)

2

)

(21)

2

Where, xE , xB , xd , x'd and xq are the ET , BT reactance, d-axis reactance, d-axis transient
reactance, and q-axis reactance, respectively.
3.2 Power System Linearized Model
A linear dynamic model is obtained by linearizing the nonlinear model round an operating
condition. The linearized model of power system is given as follows:
  0 

(22)

  (Pe  D) / M

(23)



 Eq/  (Eq  E fd ) / Tdo/

(24)

E

(25)

fd

 ( K (v
 v)  E ) / T
A ref
A
fd

vdc  K 7   K8Eq/  K9 vdc  K cemE  K ce  E  K cbmB  K cb  B

(26)

Pe  K1  K 2 Eq/  K pd vdc  K pe mE  K pe  E  K pb mB  K pb  B

(27)

Eq/  K 4   K3Eq/  K qd vdc  K qe mE  K qe  E  K qb mB  K qb  B

(28)

Vt  K5  K6Eq/  Kvd vdc  KvemE  Kve  E  KvbmB  Kvb  B

(29)

Where, K1, K2…K9, Kpu ,Kqu and Kvu are linearization constants. The state-space model of
power system is given by:

x  Ax  Bu
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Where, the state vector x , control vector u , A and B are:
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(31)

3.3 Output Feedback Controller Design using θ-PSO
A power system can be described by a linear time invariant (LTI) state space model as
follows [12]:
x  Ax  Bu
y  Cx

(32)

Where x, y and u denote the system linearized state, output and input variable vectors,
respectively. A, B and C are constant matrixes with appropriate dimensions which are
dependent on the operating point of the system. The eigenvalues of the state matrix A that are
called the system modes define the stability of the system when it is affected by a small
interruption. As long as all eigenvalues have negative real parts, the power system is stable
when it is subjected to a small disturbance. If one of these modes has a positive real part the
system is unstable. In this case, using either the output or the state feedback controller can
move the unstable mode to the left-hand side of the complex plane in the area of the negative
real parts. An output feedback controller has the following structures [11]:
u  Gy

(33)

Substituting (33) into (32) the resulting state equation is:

x  AC x

(34)

Where, Ac is the closed-loop state matrix and is given by:

AC  A  BGC

(35)

By properly choosing the feedback gain G, the eigenvalues of closed-loop matrix Ac are
moved to the left-hand side of the complex plane and the desired performance of controller
can be achieved. The output feedback signals can be selected by using mode observability
analysis [12]. Once the output feedback signals are selected, only the selected signals are used
in forming equation (32). Thus, the remaining problem in the design of output feedback
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controller is the selection of G to achieve the required objectives. The control objective is to
increase the damping of the critical modes to the desired level. In this paper, δE and mB are
modulated in order to output feedback damping controller design and are compared with the
classical PSO based controller. The proposed controller must be able to work well under all
the operating conditions where the improvement in damping of the critical modes is
necessary. This work employs the θ-PSO [21] to improve optimization synthesis and find the
global optimum value of objective function. In this study, an Integral of Time multiplied
Absolute value of the Error (ITAE) is taken as the objective function. Since the operating
conditions in power systems are often varied, a performance index for a wide range of
operating points is defined as follows:
Np tsim

J    t i dt

(36)

i 1 0

Where, tsim is the time range of simulation and NP is the total number of operating points
for which the optimization is carried out. For objective function calculation, the time-domain
simulation of the power system model is carried out for the simulation period. It is aimed to
minimize this objective function in order to improve the system response in terms of the
settling time and overshoots. The design problem can be formulated as the following
constrained optimization problem, where the constraints are the controller parameters bounds:
Minimize J Subject to:
G1min  G1  G1max
G2min  G2  G2max

(37)

Typical ranges of the optimized parameters are [0.01-150] for G1 and [0.01-10] for G2. The
flowchart of the output feedback controller design is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the Output Feedback Controller Design
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The optimization of UPFC controller parameters is carried out by evaluating the fitness
function as given in Eq. (36), which considers a multiple of operating conditions. The
operating conditions are considered as:


Base case: P = 0.80pu, Q = 0.114 pu and XL=0.3 pu.



Case 1: P = 0.2 pu, Q = 0.01 and XL=0.3 pu.



Case 2: P = 1.20 pu, Q = 0.4 and XL=0.3 pu.



Case 3: P = 0.80pu, Q = 0.114 pu and XL=0.6 pu.



Case 4: P = 1.20 pu, Q = 0.4 and XL=0.6 pu.

In order to acquire better performance the input parameters that control the θ-PSO, i.e.,
number of particle, dimension size (D), the number of iteration, c1 and c2 is chosen as 30, 5,
60, 1.7 and 1.7, respectively. The final values of the optimized parameters are given in Table
1.
Table 1. The Optimal Parameter Settings of the Output Feedback Controllers
Controller
mB
δE

θ-PSO
G1
G2
135.76 4.221
81.30 0.607

CPSO
G1
G2
115.14 3.127
60.18
0.31

4. Nonlinear Time-Domain Simulation
To assess the effectiveness and robustness of the designed controller based proposed
algorithm, simulation studies are carried out for various fault disturbances and fault clearing
sequences for two scenarios.
4.1 Scenario 1
In this scenario, the performance of the designed controller under transient conditions is
verified by applying a 6-cycle three-phase fault at t = 1 sec, at the middle of the one
transmission line. The fault is cleared by permanent tripping of the faulted line. The speed
deviation of generator at three loading conditions due to designed controller based on the mB
and δE are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The response with the proposed robust controller can be
observed to be much superior in comparison with the CPSO based output feedback controller.
-3

-3

4 x 10
Speed deviation (pu)

Speed deviation (pu)

4 x 10

0
-1
0

2.5
Time (sec)

(a)

5

0
0

2.5
Time (sec)

5

(b)

Figure 3. Dynamic Responses for Δω in Scenario 1 with δE based Controller
at (a) base case (b) case 2 loading; Solid (θ-PSO) and Dashed (CPSO [11])
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4.2 Scenario 2
In this scenario, another severe disturbance is considered for different loading
conditions; that is, a 6-cycle, three-phase fault is applied at the same above mentioned
location in scenario 1. The fault is cleared without line tripping and the original system
is restored upon the clearance of the fault. The system response to this disturbance is
shown in Figures 5 and 6. It is also clear from the figure that the θ-PSO based output
feedback controller has good damping characteristics for low frequency oscillations and
stabilizes the system quickly.
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Speed deviation (pu)

5 x 10

0

-2
0

3
Time (sec)

0
-2
0

6

3
Time (sec)

6

(b)

(a)

Figure 4. Dynamic Responses for Δω in Scenario 1 with mB based
Controller at (a) base case (b) case 2 loading; Solid (θ-PSO) and Dashed
(CPSO [11])
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Figure 5. Dynamic Responses for Δω in Scenario 2 with δ E based
Controller at (a) base case (b) case 4 loading; Solid (θ-PSO) and Dashed
(CPSO [11])
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Figure 6. Dynamic Responses for Δω in Scenario 2 with mB based
Controller at (a) base case (b) case 4 loading; Solid (θ-PSO) and Dashed
(CPSO [11])
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From the above conducted tests, it can be concluded that the δE based controller is superior
to the mB based controller. To demonstrate robustness and performance of the proposed
method, two performance indices: the ITAE and Figure of Demerit (FD) based on the system
characteristics are defined as [11]:
5

0 t  dt

ITAE  10000

(38)

FD  (1000 OS )  (4000 US )  Ts
2

2

2

Where, speed deviation (Δω), Overshoot (OS), Undershoot (US) and settling time of
speed deviation of the machine is considered for evaluation of the ITAE and FD indices.
Numerical results of performance index ITAE for three loading cases are shown in
Figures 7 and 8. The values of index FD with the disturbances considered are provided
in Table 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Values of the Performance Index ITAE with mB Controller in a)
scenario 1 and b) scenario 2

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Values of the Performance Index ITAE with δE Controller in a)
scenario 1 and b) scenario 2
It is worth mentioning that the lower the value of these indices is the better the
system response in terms of time domain characteristics. It can be seen that the values
of these system performance characteristics with the output feedback δ E based
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controller are much smaller compared to output feedback mB based controller. This
demonstrates that the overshoot, undershoot, settling time and speed deviations of the
machine are greatly reduced by applying the proposed control approach.
Table 2. Values of Performance Index FD
Fault case
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Base Case
θ-PSO
CPSO
57.16
130.4
21.13
37.55
17
63.01
33.077
60.44

Controller
mB
δE
mB
δE

Case 2
θ-PSO
CPSO
48.55
122.39
21.69
39.01
15.51
70. 32
35.25
65.10

Case 4
θ-PSO
CPSO
165.57
84.48
17
23.32
40.53
98.62
17.72
29.50

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the output feedback controller based the θ-PSO algorithm is successfully
applied to design the UPFC to improve dynamic stability. The output feedback method can
realize to stabilize the power system by using only the observable output so the
implementation of the designed stabilizers becomes more feasible. The design problem of the
robustly selecting output feedback controller parameters is converted into an optimization
problem. The effectiveness of the proposed controller for improving transient stability
performance of a power system are demonstrated by a weakly connected example power
system subjected to different severe disturbances under different operating conditions. The
computer simulation results show that the oscillations of synchronous machine can be quickly
and effectively damped for case study system with the proposed controller. The system
performance characteristics in terms of ‘ITAE’ and ‘FD’ indices show that the θ-PSO based
output feedback damping controller demonstrates its superiority than the CPSO based output
feedback controller at various fault disturbances and fault clearing sequences.

APPENDIX
The nominal parameters and operating condition of the system are listed in Tale 3.
Table 3. System Parameters
Generator

M  8 MJ/MVA

  5.044 s
Tdo

X d  1pu

X q  0.6p.u

X d  0.3pu

D0

K a  10

Ta  0.05s

X  0.1 pu

X E  0.1 pu

Excitation system
Transformers
DC link parameter
UPFC parameter

T

X B  0.1 pu

VDC  2 pu

C

m  0.08

  -78.21

  -85.35

m  0.4

B

E

44

DC

 1 pu

B

E
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